The Blueprint Decoded Special Preview Report:

4-Days Of “Brain Bombing” Immersion Designed To Crack You 'Out Of The Matrix' And Unleash The Power Of Your Authenticity.

This Is The Program That Nearly Destroyed Me... But Finally...

The Deepest Secrets Of My Journey Into The Heart Of Seduction Are Laid Bare, Delivered To You In Crystal Clear HD DVD.

Want To Know More? Read On...

Crack the code at www.blueprintdecoded.com
Hey there, Tyler here...

I’ve just been forwarded this awesome PDF file which my marketing guys have been so kind as to put together for me, which contains over 60 pages of preview from my upcoming mega-program The Blueprint Decoded.

This program, which has been a life goal of mine to put together for many years, is being launched at [www.blueprintdecoded.com](http://www.blueprintdecoded.com) on February 14, 2008 at 12PM EST.

What can you expect??

The Blueprint Decoded is 4 days long, 20 DVD/CDs in length, and absolutely the highest octane material that I’ve ever put together.

This is a program that’s obviously attractive because it’s going to teach you “success with women” on a level so mind-bogglingly intense that your friends and family will barely recognize you.

But more than that, this is a program that’s really about LIFE.

Yes, in all the promotional materials we’re focused on “Success With Women” because ever since I founded Real Social Dynamics while being a college student in 2002 that’s what this organization has been all about.

In this program we’re evolving even beyond that, however...

You’ll notice in all the Success Stories that not only is The Blueprint Decoded the hardest hitting DVD/CD program that’s ever been created in terms of “getting good with girls”, but it also contains probably the most important secrets that will ever be revealed to you in terms of “finding your true power as a man”.

As funny or ridiculous as you might be thinking this sounds, it’s absolutely true.

This is a program that once you experience it, you will carry it with you every day of your life, every moment, until you die.

That’s how it’s been designed, and that’s the result that it’s guaranteed to deliver.

Tyler

PS: This is a program where the energy built and built from chill and laidback on Day 1 all the way to nuclear-critical-mass mode on Day 4. If you look carefully you can really notice it just by the energy as the program progresses in the pictures. Scroll down and have a look.
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Discover The Secrets Of The Most Advanced Program In Seduction History: No Stone Is Left Unturned, To Deliver The Most Cutting Edge, Sickeningly Effective Seduction Secrets In Existence

Disc 1:

- Watch in awe as the fundamental workings of seduction itself are broken down for you and laid out in simple, idiot proof ways that will sear a new understanding onto your brain, forcing your innate abilities with women into full, permanent awakening.

- You'll be granted the secret knowledge of forming 'evolving goals' – you'll never get stuck at a frustrating plateau in your success with women again, allowing you to soar to extreme levels of sexual abundance!

- Your jaw will drop as that elusive 'click' that breaks the back of the struggle, accelerating your learning to a speed where you'll be blown away each day by the
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ongoing increase in your ability to get girls.

- Cross the divide between the guy who needs to 'do things' to attract women, and enter a world where women are irresistibly attracted to you, as who you truly are shines out like a seductive beacon.

- Discover the secrets of the most advanced program RSD has ever run... we leave no stone uncovered as we deliver the most cutting edge, sickeningly effective secrets we know, unlocking your animal core in a way all women will love.

- This seminar series will change you regardless of your skill level! As a guy fresh to the idea of learning the powerful secrets of attracting women, you'll gain the most profound understanding of the principles of excellence you'll realize fast-track gains from the get-go.

- If you're at an intermediate level, you'll be given the keys to unlocking your 'fully-authentic' personality that will allow you to let go of all thought and radiate sexual magnetism.

- If you're advanced, this program will give you the full insight into the 'elite mindset' you need to make that final leap to total mastery over seduction and the self.

- This seminar is designed so that wherever you are in 'the game' – you'll be catapulted to the next level after just once viewing. No other program in seduction... or even in the whole self-help industry... can promise such potent results.

- This seminar goes “deep down the rabbit hole” with insights so raw they'll shock you to your core and leave you forever changed. If you're prepared to face such unvarnished truth about attraction, seduction, women and sex, you'll rapidly become a master of all of them.

- Gain the 'deep, identity-level change' that you need to make 'approach anxiety' a thing of the past.

- Once you experience the scorching intensity of this live, hi-def experience, you'll be light-years closer to your true power... that innate power you need to unlock to get any woman you want.

- This seminar has been designed to be a companion for you... for YEARS. It will be your constant guide and best friend, taking you toward your goal of being that 'fully authentic man' that women crave.

- Finally discard the painful and disempowering beliefs that women need to be 'tricked' into bed. Once you break the illusion that you need to 'try' to get a woman to sleep
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with you, you'll be hooked up to a source of visceral attractive energy you can use at will to get any woman you want.

- Learn the keys to unlocking genuine coolness – you'll never need to worry about your tactics and routines becoming 'played out' because you'll be channeling the source of attraction itself!

- Everything in this seminar, from the concepts and ideas to the delivery itself, has been honed over and over at live events in bars and clubs, helping thousands of guys realize immediate gains in their skills with women.

- Explode the common myths about what it is that attracts women. You'll be shocked to your core as all your illusions are stripped away, clearing the falsehood from your vision so you can see... and achieve... mastery with women.

- Sear away your physical insecurities with this blistering assault on the socially conditioned belief that 'looks matter' when you're a guy trying to get with a girl.
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Day 1

Your Jaw Will Hit The Ground As You 'Crack The Code' On How To Get The Success You Want NOW, TONIGHT

Disc 2:

- You'll continue the destruction of your limiting beliefs when you witness a savage demolition of the idea of Hollywood Romance. You'll be shocked at how deeply a false sense of reality penetrates into your psyche... and how purging it unleashes oceans of hidden sexual magnetism!

- Explode the myths of 'building commonalities with her' and of 'being friends first'. Making no assumptions, this course will strip away all negative social conditioning, breaking your chains and finally liberating you from fear and loneliness.

- How to avoid the 'CREEP FACTOR' – you'll see with 100% crystal clarity the terrible reality at the heart of creepiness itself... so you can purge it from your behavior forever and see an instant, dramatic improvement in women's responses to you!
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• Discover the one sure-fire route to happiness with the opposite sex: You’ll never be one of those guys who ‘settles’ for a girl... or has to watch someone he loves walk out of his life.

• This program will blast your skills with women to that of a 'full natural' - you’ll finally be able to get with a woman who's perfect for you – and keep her.

• Discover the truth behind why people are scared to even talk about attraction! Once you see this fear full on, you'll never again get discouraged by people criticizing your journey toward seductive mastery.

• You'll also find out the real reason why the 'romantic' way of getting girls (by taking them to dinner or buying flowers) is doomed. The crazy thing is – once you understand this, you'll be able to be as romantic as you want, and women will LOVE you for it!

• You'll be given the tools to make your own decisions about women, seduction and life. Because of this, the 'game' that you develop will be totally unique and entirely your own... totally 'unbustable,' fresh and unique!

• The phenomenon of MASS CONFUSION will be spelled out to you. This 'take-the-red-pill' insight will crack you out of the matrix of social conditioning and draw you closer to unlocking the blaze of attractive power that lies inside you.

• Understand the deep mechanisms of social AUTHORITY. Discover how the modern world has dropped men into a kind of hypnosis, which has cut us off from what it is about us that women truly crave! You'll be blown away – and liberated – by this shocking wake-up call!

• Learn the greatest curse of the human condition – the curse that keeps millions, including you, from realizing your true attractive nature (hint – you'll also discover how to flip it into your greatest gift, setting you free to experience a life of sexual plenty that you never thought possible!)

• Discover the engine of human learning – once you become fully aware of how your brain assimilates information you can hijack the process, weeding out destructive behaviors and realizing rapid leaps in seductive power.

• The true power of the riot – you'll discover how the herd-mentality can take effect... and how to break free of it, allowing you to rise to Neo-like levels of seductive ability in record time.

• You'll freak out as the sizzling delivery of this seminar series cracks you out of the 'walking daze' that 99% of the planet is locked in... and a guy who is 'unlocked' can
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achieve scary-good results with women, even if he's not good looking.

- Learn to discern between what's REAL and what's FAKE – sending your abilities with women to out-of-control levels.

- That's right, this program gets really deep – really nerdy – and goes beneath the surface to the root of it all, to what causes attraction. You'll get a direct link to the source of sexual power itself – and your life will never be the same.

- Discover the core of attraction summed up in a single word. This revolutionary insight will allow you to hook instantly into the invisible channels of communication that women use to rate how attractive you are... and ramp that electric sexual energy through the roof.

- You'll learn the single thing you need to do to blast your sexual presence into a whole new dimension. Once you start thinking in these terms, 90% of your 'sticking points' will simply melt away.

- You'll be given a mind-bending expose of the difference between the male and female mechanisms of attraction. After this, any paranoia you feel about the way you look, the money you earn or the car you drive will be replaced with rock-solid confidence that will draw women to you.

- Realize the incredible truth that women only feel attraction in response to certain primal triggers she's unaware of! (hint – once you know what they are you can focus on unleashing these innate powers, resulting in dramatic increases in your seductive power.)

- You'll watch live as you discover how to rapidly demonstrate the qualities that women seek in men – your jaw will hit the ground as you 'crack the code' on how to get that woman NOW, TONIGHT.

- Translate the deeper communications that buzz beneath the surface of every seduction with this instant route to full understanding. Your focus will move from the irrelevance of surface interactions to the sexually charged subcommunications that blast power into your charisma itself.

- You'll discover that women have two personalities – one that shuts the door on any man trying to get with them... and another that opens the floodgates. With this underground know-how you'll discover the magic of 'no-resistance' seduction.

- Learn the one 'cardinal sin' of pick-up – once you discover the single principle that causes 90% of 'blow-outs' to occur you'll freak out at the cascade of sexual abundance your life will become.
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Day 1

Your New 'Authentic Game' Will Drive Your Success Levels Higher Than You Ever Dreamed Possible

Disc 3:

- Total clarity will be yours when you experience a full-on exposure of the process of attraction. This clarity will make any seduction you attempt smooth, simple and hyper-effective.

- Shatter the chains that a commercialized culture has placed around you since birth by understanding the dynamics of personal value. You'll cut straight to the core of what women want, and render yourself immune to the social weaknesses that stifle your masculine passion.
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Break yourself out of the 'magic pill' mentality – what you'll see and hear will liberate you, and set you free to explore a powerful world where you don't have to rely on anyone to 'save you.'

Discover the brutal truth about all the superficial accolades the world can give you: and how you can escape the traps set by appearances and realize a core confidence that will consistently draw women to you regardless of your money, looks, power or fame.

Witness a hilarious, powerful metaphor for how our consumer society traps men into trying to buy short-term 'self-esteem fixes' that fizzle out rapidly. Your freedom from this destructive behavior will accelerate your power with women... and in all other areas of your life.

Discover the secret to making a powerful, authentic confidence your 'default state'. This soul-jarring insight will grant you a rock solid basis for all your interactions with women – a basis that is totally unshakable.

You'll learn how to flow with the current of the modern age, and not against it – building genuine integrity in the midst of the consumer culture. This will mark you out as different in a way that women will automatically respond to – and they won't even know why they're responding!

You'll save thousands of dollars as the dependence on 'trendy designer goods' that's drummed into all of us is blown wide open – now that you'll be working on the areas that REALLY count, you'll race past your peers to genuine seductive power.

Break the hold of this 'spectator culture' and discover the route to true glory! You won't be stuck on the internet, reading blogs or watching TV... instead, you'll be the guy that's out there in the real world getting laid like a rock-star while other guys stay at home, waiting for fate to save them.

Live a life of your own design... not one mapped out for you by society, parents or the expectations of others. You'll be liberated to live free and choose your calling... and all women crave the touch of a truly free man!

See the true doom that awaits anyone who doesn't break free of the 'matrix' of social convention: once you see the trap with crystal clarity your life will change forever as you break free into a world of crazed sexual adventure.

How to use what you've got! Discover how to dissolve insecurities and let your true self shine forth to such an extent that you can get women drooling over your geekiness itself!
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• Learn how to channel your authentic core to the extreme... you'll discover about how a conversation about TAXES can lead directly to blistering sexual encounters with hot girls you've only just met!

• Laugh as you see the stupidity of 'reaction seeking' – and move away forever from a weak kind of 'game' where you search for 'indicators of interest' before you can feel confidence. Your new 'authentic game' will drive your success levels higher than you ever dreamed possible.

• Forge a core confidence so strong that no-woman will ever be able to dictate your identity to you, allowing you to breeze through any and all 'tests' like they're not even there.

• Gain the keystone to core confidence! This single truth will enable you to make the switch between living like a leaf in the hurricane... and being the hurricane that will blow women away.

• Transcend the knee-jerk reaction that causes guys to scramble for ineffective techniques and tactics, and hook yourself up with a true sexual magnetism that actually works!

• Dilate your perception and see the true principles at play beneath every successful tactic and routine ever invented. Once you've seen the world from this perspective you'll find that the 'Blueprint' for seductive success is burned into your psyche forever.

• Discover how to avoid becoming a more potent and robotic version of your insecure self... once you deal with the root cause of insecurity, you'll shine with an inner light that will mesmerize women, making seduction effortless and simple.
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Day 1

See The Beating Heart Of Creativity Laid Bare, Supercharging Your Personality For Massive Success In Life.... And With Women

Disc 4:

- You'll discover the truth behind what your mind is REALLY doing when approach anxiety hits you... you'll kick yourself once you realize the simplicity behind it – and the simple reframes that will forever eliminate approach anxiety from your life!

- You'll understand the simple underlying process behind all rejection – and once you get this, you'll know intuitively how to banish social humiliation... permanently.

- You'll be given the secret 'alchemy' to transmuting the nerdiest parts of your personality into unique, quirky 'hooks' that mesmerize and entice women into crazed acts of sexual excess.

- How to develop a simple set of genuine values that make YOU the one that CHOOSES
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in any interaction with any woman (no matter how hot).

- You'll be given a secret that will force you into the mindset of the 'sexually abundant male' – this simple, idiot-proof 'reframe' will guarantee that no woman will ever cause you to lose your cool again... and you'll see a dramatic increase in your sexual success.

- Seize control of you unconscious 'subcommunication!' You'll be able to communicate the best and coolest qualities of your genuine self with the power of a supernova... she won't realize WHY she can't control herself when she's in your presence... and she won't even care.

- You'll discover a crazy way to get a woman reacting to YOU, trying to live up to your standards... even if you're discussing your TAX RETURN. This simple understanding will make seducing women easy, hilarious – and very, very fast.

- You'll be given a crystal clear explanation of the deep, underlying dynamics in a social interaction – once you 'get' this simple insight, you'll 'see the matrix' of social conditioning, and you'll be empowered to perform crazy acts of seductive brilliance that will leave your friends slack-jawed with amazement.

- A step-by-step explanation of the concept of 'living in reaction' – the very heart of insecurity itself. With this simple checklist you'll be able to rapidly attain that deep, identity level change that will turn women into twitchy, insecure groupies when you walk into the room.

- A detailed breakdown of the 'chode mindset' – with this clarified to a dizzying level of insight, you'll instantly recognize the deep structures in your own mind that hold you back, and as they crumble you'll break free into a world of relentless dating glory.

- You'll be shown the bottom line – by being given an emotional compass that will always direct you toward strength of character, and amazing success with women.

- A way to discern instantly which of your behaviours are destructive of the things inside you that generate rockstar levels of personal confidence. Once you're given these emotional 'x-ray specs' you'll instantly be able to discard lifelong habits that are destroying you right now.

- You'll discover your innate ability to hold fast to the things you believe in... and once you've realized this source of infinite power, you won't compromise on your values (or yourself) and women will flock to you like moths to the flame.

- You'll be smashed with a visceral insight that will forever take your attention off the surface layer of weak 'tips' and pathetic 'tactics' – and rivet your focus on the core areas of your being, where the real change happens (hint – this one insight will
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massively accelerate your learning curve).

- You'll be wrenched away from the 'insecure tactics-junkie' mindset that dooms many guys to 'gollum-like' levels of self-esteem, and set onto a higher, faster path to the healthy sexual abundance you've always dreamed of.

- You'll have the power of deep identity-level change driven into your skull... and as a result, effortless sexual abundance will be your inevitable future.

- Realise the deepest truth of the Blueprint – a secret so simple, and so potent that once you realize it, and once you learn to tap its power, you'll be able to say the stupidest, geekiest things that leap into your head and have women consistently love you for it.

- You'll also see the crazy truth that if you DON'T understand this simple factor, even the genius 'lines and routines' of a true blue master seducer will consistently fail, and leave you rejected. But now, that's something you'll never need to deal with again.

- To show you exactly what this means in practice, you'll see crazy, ridiculous 'conversation openers' delivered live – crazy, weird stuff that should get you blown out... but that actually generates huge amounts of attraction from the instant the interaction begins.

- You'll be liberated from the need to 'do' anything to attract a girl – once you've leashed the power of your genuine self you can enjoy every second of the interaction for its own sake – and still enjoy a near 100% level of seductive success!

- Discover the one way to become completely 'unbustable'. You'll have seductive brilliance woven into the very fabric of your personality in such a way that no woman will ever reject you... even if she KNOWS you're picking her up!

- You'll be given the ability to totally discard all the crutches you use to shore up your sense of self, liberating you to achieve phenomenal, truly ridiculous success with women... and also in your own life, making your experience of your life of much higher quality.

- Uncover the shocking truth behind rationalization itself – once you see this you will freak out because you'll see it everywhere... but once the dust settles your core confidence will shine like a beacon that women will be irresistibly drawn toward.

- You'll realize the actual mechanisms behind how people construct their own sense of identity... and how YOU construct YOURS. Once you've seen it, you'll never forget it, and you will gain such a deep grounding in reality that you'll become a lightning-rod for the most beautiful 'party-chicks' in the world.
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• Discover the terrifying power of rationalization. This 'charisma kryptonite' will cripple your integrity and make you a sniveling wretch... if you let it. You'll discover the best ways to devastate this process in your own mind, making you a juggernaut of magnetic presence that women will crave.

• Discover the shocking truth behind how YOU are perceived by OTHERS... (hint – it's not what you think... not at all) and how to use that information to avoid social humiliation and attain social glory with the hottest women alive.

• You'll learn how rationalization is CAUSED – and in any encounter with a woman it will either go FOR you or AGAINST you. This one thing will determine whether you succeed in any seduction... and now you'll understand it in instantly usable terms.
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This Never-Seen-Before Blistering Expose Of Society's Greatest Myths About Attraction Will Shatter The Chains That Hold You Prisoner!

**Disc 5:**

- You'll hear the symptoms of being 'locked in your head'... so you'll instantly recognize that you're locked inside an insecure mindset... but this time you'll have the skeleton key that will free you from all of that.

- You'll discover the infallible secret to making people like you. This works on everyone, women, men, anyone. Once you've got this your social life, sex life and professional
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life will change dramatically for the better.

- Hear the killer heart of the charismatic mind... think in these simple terms and you cannot help but sub-communicate massive internal confidence and sex-worthiness in ways no woman can doubt. This will accelerate your seductive capacities to scary new levels.

- There is a key to becoming a natural magnet for women – and here's you'll have it broken down in terms that will force your subconscious to take that short-cut to massive sexual abundance.

- You'll be given a roadmap to allow you to communicate all the coolest things about yourself without 'trying to impress' women, and breaking the vibe. Once you get this easy route to self-expression, your interactions will flow like they're on greased wheels... all the way home.

- Unleash the power of 'in the moment' communication, and use 10% of the energy to achieve 1000% of the results you get right now.

- Open the throttle of your social strength by getting a detailed understanding of the power of the reactive/non-reactive matrix. This core insight will enable you to radiate a palpable aura of command that women will react to with awe.

- The two core giveaways that dictate where the balance of power is in any interaction. Once you know what they are, you'll be able to spot interest from a woman instantly, before she even knows she's attracted to you.

- You'll freak out when you hear a highly advanced expose of social power, and the simple ways in which guys hand it away. After you get this, you'll retain that magnetic pull that is your birthright as a man, and all women will respond.

- You'll be blown away when you realize how simple it is to be the stong, masculine man that women want you to be.

- How to use the dynamics that make bartenders and bouncers compellingly attractive to women to generate a storm of female interest anywhere, anywhen.

- How about a blow by blow analysis of how a fat, ugly guy with nothing going on for him could step into the most exclusive party in LA, and own it. (Yes – you can do this too, even if you're not fat or ugly).

- You'll finally understand the exact psychology of what it means to BE the party. With this short, simple checklist you can transcend the need for any 'clever tactics' and just obliterate all resistance to your sexual desires whenever and where you are.
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• A rock solid, simple definition of attraction that you can instantly implement to spark rapid chemistry in any situation... even if you've 'blown it' with a girl and she thinks you're a loser.

• An in-depth breakdown of why rock stars generate an invincible hurricane of attractive force, causing girls to line up outside their dressing room every night waiting to party (hint – once you understand the principles you don't even need to sing to get that effect in every conversation you have).

• Discover the key to building core value that never drops and never fluctuates regardless of the situation you're in or how beautiful or famous the woman you're talking to is, and your results with women will skyrocket beyond anything you can imagine today.

• Revealed: a 'glitch' in the way people work which allows you to transcend all social conditioning and transmit powerful confidence in every situation, leading to consistent levels of scary attraction from the opposite sex.

• This course will hammer skills into your head that go way beyond the ability to just 'get a girlfriend.' In truth, it offers you total, consistent mastery of any social environment. Your life will cruise to success after success in every area you can think of... and several you've never even considered.

• You'll get consistency in any club – getting a confidence that lasts even if you're in a strange club on your own, or travelling the world. You'll never need to rely on anyone to back you up... because you'll never need backup again.

• This program will give you the ability to use your integrity and authenticity to obliterate any issues you have about being confident in environments you aren't used to. You'll learn to succeed and fail on your own merits... and once that click happens (and it will) success itself will become your lifestyle.

• Love... exposed! You'll get a shock-to-the-system expose of what love really is for 90% of men... and you'll discover a freedom in that knowledge from the pain or confusion in your past that drove you to seek to become better with women.

• You'll watch in awe as a bright spotlight is shone on the exact psychological processes that go on when a man's heart is broken... and with this information you'll be able to break free of old destructive patterns of behaviour and forge your own identity, integrity and dignity as a man.

• How to break free of the haunting power of the word 'forever'... those ghost that rise up inside you of the 'one that got away' and all the promises she made will be totally
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exorcised, banished forever, leaving you free to choose your own destiny.

- Understand the shocking relationship between the very language that you speak and the reality that you see around you every day with all it's traps and problems. Your sense of who your are will become strong like steel, and women will swarm you wherever you go.

- Shatter the chains of hypnosis that society has placed around your mind with a blistering expose of one of society's greatest myths about men and women. You'll be free in ways all women will treasure and cherish.

- You'll be blown away when you realize the insane delusions that render men prisoners in their own minds – and you'll be breathless with gratitude when these delusions are broken, allowing you to develop that kind of true authenticity that all women openly crave.

- You'll fracture the destructive illusion of what society tells you 'love' is – and in it's place you'll discover what it means to feel a love that strengthens you and has no downside. You'll never be guarded again, because once you click to this shift, love will never be able to hurt you again.

- You'll gain a detailed map of precisely what happens when you 'chode out' in a relationship, killing the vibe and losing the girl... so you'll never, ever do it again, ever.

- You'll see the hilarious irony that the rigid concept of 'love' that society creates actually holds you back from truly finding that great girl who's fantastic for you.

- Discover how to get past the 'outcome dependence' that makes women change from loving partners to cold, destructive ice-queens. This is the foundation for all successful relationships, and with this 'underground' knowledge that you won't get in the mainstream – you'll finally get what you're looking for.

- Learn the paradox behind that crazy level of success where women are jumping out at you, desperate to be your plaything just for the evening – once you realize the pure simplicity of this awesome truth you'll never be the same again.
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Day 2

Discover The Hardcore Secrets Of Master-Level Pickup 'Artistry'... You'll Play At A World-Class Level Where You Have More Success With Women In A Month Than Most Guys Get In A Lifetime

Disc 1:

- Break through the 'glass wall' that separates you from that shining world of total confidence... and with that realization the wall will shatter, and positivity will flood your interactions with women.

- Go beyond the 'walk-up skills,' and supercharge your ability to hit home with the accuracy and power of a guided missile, giving you the results with women that only
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the very best seducers in the world can expect.

- You'll find the secrets to get your dating skills... and general social skills... to such a dizzying level of power that 'picking up women' will never, ever be a problem for you again, under any circumstances, in any venue.

- Go beyond 'collecting knowledge' and cruise to a state of being where all social awkwardness disappears and you can connect directly with the sexuality of the women you meet – for crazy 'supernatural' results that will stun you.

- Get a rock solid definition of 'identity' – and in doing so, gain a permanent improvement in your social calibration as you suddenly find yourself aware of whole new ways to spark electric connections with the women you want.

- Revealed – exactly how personal identity relates to social status. The identity shift you'll experience will fix you to the top of the 'social totem pole' for life... making women instantly respond to you in a positive way.

- Uncovered - How the 'seed of identity' in your mind becomes a 'filter' for how you see reality... and how by changing that seed you can create massive shifts in how you view the world – and massive leaps in your ability to charge your interactions with sexual chemistry.

- You'll sit in wide-eyed amazement as you realize that the only limits on you 'being the man' and 'getting any woman' are those bound up in your sense of identity. This core insight (which many take years to learn) will be driven deep into your mind, opening the floodgates of your seductive potential.

- You'll kick yourself when you realize the simple secret to making your identity work FOR you and not AGAINST you. You'll never 'self-sabotage' again when you're hitting on a beautiful girl, and you'll see huge gains immediately in your results.

- How to sort the 'wheat from the chaff' of dating advice – so you don't get lost in the sea of information that's out there, but can instantly identify what's going to give you those 'next level' results with women.

- How to stop your own mind from betraying you by blocking out breakthroughs that it sees as a threat to it's identity – once you learn how to learn fast, your skills with women will improve beyond all recognition.

- You'll learn how 'success with women' is linked to every man's self-image in ways that paradoxically damage their ability to actually date those awesome girls – and once you get this insider secret, you'll be able to break the 'cycles of failure' society's placed around your innate charismatic power.
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• How to sidestep the emotional 'gag reflex' that stops people from attaining that deep, identity level change. Once you're past this pitfall, you'll cruise to massive success with women like you're on greased rails.

• Revealed: the arbitrary nature of your personality itself – how random social conditioning constructed parts of it for you. Once you've had this understanding downloaded into your brain you'll finally be able to discard the useless emotional baggage that stifles your ability to get any woman you want.

• Realize the power of the old motto 'all men are created equal' – you'll discover that it's a doorway to unlocking your sexual potential and escaping the fears of your past.

• You'll be talked through the natural construction of a confident personality, and the natural construction of an insecure personality... demystifying these mindsets so you can move toward true confidence with total clarity, and get consistent levels of hardcore results.

• The power of social feedback to create 'who you are'. Once you've realized the power of this totally unconscious process which creates ALL personality traits, you'll be able to take charge of the process – and build your own self from the ground up into a juggernaut of sexual success.

• You'll see the true power of transformative change – how any guy can go from a self-hating, lonely, angry mindset, to a mindset of lighthearted, chilled out sexual abundance, in a tiny fraction of the time it would take to achieve those results in therapy (hint – you can make this happen for you, fast).

• You'll have your world-view shaken to it's core, with tales from around the world which illustrate the power of humanity itself. Your anger will melt away like ice in the Sahara, leaving your internal terrain clear, clean and irresistible to the opposite sex.

• A totally counterintuitive way to make new friends who strengthen your sense of who you are to insane levels of personal strength (it's something less than 1% of guys do, and will deliver huge gains to your sexual presence).

• Unlock the power of versatility – how you can reinvent yourself however you want on an ongoing basis, while still holding fast the the core integrity of who you are... adapting to the best ways to get the best women in any situation.

• Discover a liberating understanding that will free you to both 'be yourself' completely and 'express different sides of yourself' completely in a potent combination that will drive women wild.
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• Learn the hardcore secrets to master-level pickup 'artistry,' and play at the truly world-class level where all bets are off and all rules can be broken – and you get more women in a month than most guys get in a lifetime.

• Evolve past being freaked out when faced with your personal '10' girl – you'll develop such ironclad confidence that you'll be cool as a cucumber even if you're talking to your perfect 'fantasy' woman... and you'll be blown away by the rapid chemistry that will naturally explode between you.

• You'll discover how to make attraction *automatic* between you and the hottest women you'll ever meet.

• The subtle, deep dynamics behind 'giving your power away' in a social interaction. Once you've got this rock solid definition in mind, you'll be able to instantly obliterate a thousand invisible 'microbehaviours' that cripple your ability to 'get the girl.'

• Discover the secret to becoming that guy who always pulls, who always gets the girl, and who lives a rockstar lifestyle of total abundance.

• Learn the core, defining factor between guys who come across as entertaining 'dancing monkey' types with women, and the sexworthy guys who get laid relentlessly. This pivotal, five word definition alone will force you into a mindset that fills your life with the sexual abundance you deserve.

• You'll learn how you unconsciously feed off the certainty of others to create your perception of reality itself. Once you become aware of this process you can break it's hold on you and take control of how you view the world, generating that powerful masculinity that all women love.

• You'll discover the power of the unconscious 'imprint' of what a cool guy is. This image, buried deep in your mind, will be brought to the fore and in that process, you'll be brought in alignment with it at a profound level of being, making your success with women a total inevitability.

• Discover the short-cut way to that total consistency to achieve social coolness in every situation by exploiting the dynamics of your mind's ability to gauge status from around you. This 'secret weapon' will give you an unfair advantage over every other guy who wants that one amazing girl.

• Benefit from an expose on how to maintain your dignity and self-respect while embedded in a corporate machine. Once you've experienced these super-cool reframes you'll be able to work with the most domineering boss alive and still maintain that core confidence that women desire.
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Day 2

Learn To Surf The Edge Of Chaos Itself – This Life-Skill Will Give You Invincible Confidence That Will Make You The Uncontested Center Of Your Social Universe

Disc 2:

- The crazy truth behind why it is that your mind will sometimes STOP you from expressing confidence or masculinity... and how to nix that out so you're permanently attractive to all women.

- You'll find out the answer to the question “Why is it that we only get access to certain parts of our personality?” (it's an answer that will allow you to deploy the full spectrum of your male power, destroying women's will to resist you).
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• The secret to all success – this one core ability (which is highly counterintuitive) will translate into potent results with women that are immediately noticeable.

• Exploding the myths surrounding social fear. With this powerful reframe you'll realize fully the safety that surrounds you at all times, even when you're acting at your most extreme – and this will allow you to push the envelope far and fast, and increase your skills with women at an exponential rate.

• The one thing you absolutely need to 'get over' – unless you address this totally neglected area, the range of your personality will never expand. When you do, you'll be on the fast track to the social mastery that only the best seducers experience.

• You'll be given the key's to accessing that 'imprint' you store in your mind of you at your absolute best... and you can reel it out at will to get those girls hooked on you. In fact, you can live it, and be that permanently attractive guy.

• Here you'll discover the scientific reality behind the phenomenon of 'the Nimbus' – that crazy aura that surrounds the coolest guys, which will catapult you to world-class success with women.

• Learn the secrets to triggering a "surge of positivity and dominance" while with women, mesmerizing them and making them your willing sexual playmates.

• Gain access to the sort of natural confidence where everything 'clicks' with women and the seduction seems to just 'happen around you' without you even trying.

• You'll discover the source inside you of an infinite fountain of positive emotions that people love to be around... and women seek to possess.

• Your mind will blow wide open when you discover the secret to being 'in the moment' where you never need to think, and everything you do 'just works.'

• You'll 'crack the code' on that perfect way to deliver jokes so they hit with the power of a battering ram, paralyzing women with delighted glee and making them putty in your hands.

• Tap into the visceral power of authentic communication – your voice will pierce through whatever social issue is in the way and speak to the deepest parts of her being, holding her rapt and in awe of you.

• The power of 'passive state' will be delivered to you... allowing you to fascinate women and command their respect even when you're doing absolutely nothing.
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• Learn the 'paradox of state.' You'll escape the pitfall of finding that your knowledge of social dynamics does you more harm than good, and acts as a barrier between you and the women you lust after.

• Feel like the chains are ripped off when you discover a whole new level of crazy confidence where you can ask boring 'interview style' questions – or even gibberish – and have women hooked on you and loving every second.

• Hear a powerful esoteric secret from eastern philosophy which will change your life by giving you the ability to cruise through sticking points and plateaus like they're made of mist, going straight to 'genius' levels of success with girls.

• You'll discover a whole new EMOTION. This new, unheard of emotion is something that trips up more people than any other internal factor – but once you've isolated it you'll negate it's hold over you, and women will sense that freedom... and want in.

• Discover the 'Zen secret' to doing that 'right action' that will set you free from all the bad emotions that repel women, and hook them into your aura of positivity.

• Realize the power of decisiveness for attracting women, and how to use that power every day of your life to ramp your sexual magnetism through the roof.

• Discover the gateways out of depression and weakness! These foolproof portals to positivity will give you hardcore, immediate confidence that grows rapidly over time, and permanently banishes negative thought processes from your mind, leaving you finally free to seduce model-hot girls with total ease.

• The messy secrets to right action – how to bypass emotional reaction and achieve phenomenal seductive results even when you're emotionally broken or totally 'out of it.'

• Hear the crazy antics of RSD's very own Ozzie, and hear the truth about seduction that most guys can't handle (hint – when you DO accept this truth, it takes the pressure off all your interactions and DOUBLES your same-night success rate).

• The secret to REAL courage... you'll hear a raw expose of what courage actually involves on a daily basis. Once you understand the visceral reality of courage, you'll punch through problems with women like they're not even there.

• Learn how to hold yourself in a cool, alert and razor sharp mindset even in the most hectic club environment, and reap the whirlwind as beautiful women vie for your crystal clear attention.

• Learn to surf on the edge of chaos itself – this life-skill will give you invincible
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confidence that will make you the uncontested center of your social universe.

- You'll discover how to motivate yourself to act without beating yourself up... this one insight will remove the single greatest obstacle to your self-esteem – your own negative thought processes.

- You'll learn how to program the internal 'thermometer' that gauges when you go into 'the zone' – and fix the system so that you're permanently attracting beautiful women every moment of every day.

- You'll laugh... then lapse into stunned silence when you're hit with stories that demonstrate how easy it is to override social conventions of what's 'attractive,' and have a fantastic night even if you've got mustard smeared all over your face!

- You'll walk away with a detailed breakdown of the different 'identity criterion' that you can use to navigate the deepest levels of your social environment, and trick yourself into full confidence in seconds, so you're always ready to get that awesome girl!

- How to tap into the 'mojo powers' that most guys can only get from an amazing set of clothes or a great haircut. Guess what? They'll radiate out from the core of your being and women will notice you immediately – regardless of what effort you've put into your appearance.
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Day 2

You'll Learn To Exhibit Such A Dominant 'Reality' That Women Bend To Your Will And Their Sense Of Identity Melts And Warps Around Your Presence Alone

Disc 3:

- You'll understand the terrible destructive power of the 'chode crystal' and how to avoid this bane of sexual success, allowing your nights out to be firework displays of hilarious fun that women want to be a part of.

- A new way of 'hitting state' where you're totally in the zone with women by forging new social alliances – these new allies will back you to the hilt, and supercharge your confidence to get any woman you want.
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• Cool ways to easily move past the need to have a 'wingman' so you can rely on yourself entirely to be able to get that girl.

• How to punch down to the deep dynamics of what makes musicians and magicians so attractive... you'll be able to party like a rockstar without any of the associated effort of learning tricks or playing in a band.

• Understand the hidden dynamic that makes every effective pickup line work. That's right, once you've had this driven into your skull, you'll understand at a primal level how to make every word out of your mouth hum with attractive power.

• Take that attractive power to it's logical conclusion. You'll hear how master instructor Tim can shake hands with a woman... and get an INSTANT MAKEOUT (hint – once you've watched the seminar, this will be an entirely reachable goal for you).

• Exposed! The unhealthy guru/student symbiosis... you'll choke when you hear the dark heart of the 'Undergroud Dating Community' laid bare, allowing you to move beyond 'learning pickup' and become a truly attractive man.

• Your mind will melt like ice in a fire when you realize that all of the Dating Community's successful lines, techniques... every single thing from the last decade... has all worked on ONE secret principle – when you understand this, you'll truly be set free to be a genuine master of seductive force.

• Broken! The 'ran out of things to say syndrome' is here demystified and shattered. It's true cause is so simple to deal with, you'll hit the ceiling when you realize you'll always know what to say to women to make them want you from now until the day you die.

• Learn about how to play the geography of 'social roles' to blast yourself into a super-confident state where everything you say entrances women completely.

• Weave all the super-efficient secrets into the very fabric of your personality, becoming an autopilot seducer who acts flawlessly in every seductive interaction without effort or thought.

• Understand the core dynamics to male competition. After you've realized these fundamental principles, you'll be impervious to that 'alpha male other guy' trying to blow you out... and you'll be able to vaporize your competition with savage power.

• Socially brutalize any guy who tries to 'muscle in' on your competition with women with these Zen secrets to being the winner of every social battle.
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• You'll be broken out of the 'chasing state' mentality that dominates – and destroys – the lives of most men. This will shatter the karmic wheel of repeating failure, and set you on the fast track to success with women... and in life.

• Discover how to 'dictate the style' of any clothes you're wearing... so that YOU develop your ability to magnetize your dress sense, pulling women in at will.

• How to 'flip the script' so that instead of trying to get to a position of authority, you generate a hurricane of social power inside yourself that women – and men – will automatically defer to.

• Plant the seed of core confidence in yourself... over time it will blossom and grow into a profusion of fascinating strength that will enchant all women who meet you.

• Learn to 'dilate your perception' and transcend all the emotional struggles that suck you in to living a smaller life that you deserve – you'll exhibit an inner peace that captivates women.

• Discover the secret to developing a flexible and dynamic identity that can adapt it's immovable core of to any situation... and become that irresistible 'knight in shining armor' that all women desire.

• Learn to develop genuine rootedness that goes way beyond the confidence you draw from your friends, the places you feel comfortable or what you own (when your roots sink deep inside yourself your unshakable confidence enraptures women instantly).

• Revealed – a whole new sixth sense... the sense of reality. You'll be given a clear, simple, working understanding of how people structure and change their internal universes... allowing you to dominate all your seductive interactions for phenomenal, rapid sexual connections.

• Learn how to 'suck' people into your view of the world... so that the vortex of sexual power that you'll feel ever second of your life becomes as real to them as it will be to you, obliterating your competition and transforming women into doe-eyed groupies.

• Discover how to mangle your reality... negative and insecure mindsets will crumble like cardboard under a jackhammer, leaving your natural confidence shining through like a beacon all women respond to.

• How to exhibit such a dominant 'reality' that women bend to your will and their sense of identity melts and warps around your presence alone.

• A mind-map of the reality held by the best seducers alive... that you can adapt to your own self, flooding you with superstar charisma that women can feel.
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• How to handle a 'cold approach.' You'll get an exact, profound breakdown of the advanced simplicity behind flawless approaching that never fails that you can immediately implement in your own life to get huge gains in your success with women.

• The final word on the power of direct 'game' as opposed to indirect 'game'... This blistering analysis will forever end the debate, giving you a clarity of purpose that will translate instantly into more success with women.

• How to avoid all 'cockblocking' by a girl's peer group... without even needing to engage them. You'll instantly halve the work you need to do while in a nightclub with this single insight alone.

• A hilarious (and accurate) expose on the cult phenomenon of the 'pickup guru' which will knock these figures off their pedastals, and deliver to you the understanding you need to take their advice... and develop your own style (which is far more effective than anything you could ever learn).
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Never Get Mesmerized By Appearances Again... And Get With Ultra-Stunning Women Now That Their Unbelievable Beauty Doesn't Faze You AT ALL!

Disc 4:

- The basic context of the blueprint will break down the subtle shifting dynamics of social power into a simple black and white distinction so you can see 'under the surface' and develop master levels of social calibration that will drive women wild!

- Discover the inner core of 'game' that goes way beyond tactics. This hardcore/extreme insight will give your words the impact and power of a tornado,
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sucking women into your positive vibe, and setting you in the role of the 'Lord of the Club'.

- Go below the surface of all the brilliantly effective tactics that RSD has developed, discover the core principles of what makes them work... then integrate those principles into the deepest aspect of your being to get that 'quantum leap' to become that cool, natural guy all women want.

- Discover how to get a woman to really want to impress you!

- Learn how to make connections with incredible centered women... you'll get with those cool girls who know who they are, filling your life with their beauty and presence.

- Find the keys to holding the integrity of 'who your really are' in the face of extreme social pressure in a way that is flexible and dynamic... yet retains that core of irresistible authenticity that will bewitch women fast and hard.

- Attain the core ability to generate fun inside yourself, becoming like a fire-hydrant of happiness and drenching women in your party vibe (hint – they'll love you for it).

- How to 'bring the party' even when you're out on your own in a club you don't know... even if it's in a foreign country where you don't speak the language... and be irresistibly attractive to the hottest girls there.

- How to fuse being 'unreactive' (and retaining your social integrity) with being highly dynamic, adaptable and responsive to circumstances, giving you the ninja-like reflexes of conversational calibration needed to see those master-level pickup results.

- How to use your new 'unreactivity' as an impenetrable shield for negative feedback. With this simple technique you'll render yourself impervious to emotional harm so you can cruise through any negativity, transforming women from frosty ice-queens to giggling groupies.

- Learn the power of trusting in your own faculties... this core mind-structure of the perpetually attractive male will be hammered into your brain, permanently boosting confidence with women and instantly increasing results.

- Discover exactly how to handle any physical shortcomings you have regarding your weight, height or looks in a way that actually increases the attraction she feels for you! Your biggest insecurities will become your silent wingmen – holding women in your thrall.

- How to break the cycle of 'congruence testing'... you'll get so rooted in yourself that women won't even bother to throw tests at you anymore, because you're so obviously
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a sex-worthy guy.

- Discover the dynamics behind the phenomenon of 'losing your cool.' Once you discover exactly what's going on here, criticism and bitchiness will bounce off you like rain off a bulletproof vest.

- Hear a detailed series of insights about the phenomenon of 'putting on a front' to others... once you recognize this process in yourself you'll be able to burn it out at the root and live your life authentically, drawing women to you like a magnet.

- You'll see the beating heart of creativity itself is laid bare, allowing you to supercharge your creative faculties for massive success in life.... and with women.

- Draw back the curtain on the crazy phenomenon of 'social pinging'... and understand the way that 95% of the planet builds their view of the world. Once you recognize it in yourself you'll be able to build a reality with deep roots that women will instantly respond to.

- Discover how to keep your cool even in the midst of an extreme emergency. This 'superhero' level of internal strength will be instantly visible... and instantly compelling to those 'super hot' babes.

- Realize the natural ability you have to succeed despite of (and sometimes even because of) the 'flaws' you might believe hold you back with women.

- Gain insight into the nature of the male/female dynamic that will separate you from the vast majority of guys... you'll freak and laugh when you realize that this one insight blasts you miles ahead of the pack and guaranteeing you massive interest from the opposite sex.

- A cool date idea that will instantly defuse any awkwardness on the date, giving her a compelling experience that she loves.

- An anatomy of the perfectly successful approach... that you can adapt in any way to suit your mood, and still get an amazing level of consistency.

- The four pillars of a strong reality: how, as time goes on, you can increase the force you are able to exert through sheer force of will, drawing women into your universe.

- How to use your sense of your own identity and values to make you impervious to feeling down if you get blown out.

- How to become so centered that the system of values imposed upon you by society shatters, rooting you in your own path in life and making you immune to intimidation.
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in the face of the most amazingly beautiful women.

- Never get mesmerized by superficiality again... meaning that you can get those awesome women because their unbelievable beauty doesn't faze you at all.
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Day 2

Come Into Your Power As A Man, By Learning The Right Distinctions To Radiate Masculine Charisma, and have women chase after you

Disc 5:

- You'll discover the third pillar of a strong reality... a way to enforce your own personal boundaries in a way that increases respect and attraction from beautiful women.

- Find fascinating ways to 'be the man' with a girl, allowing her to surrender completely to her fantasies as a woman, and take them out on you!

- Learn how to put out a vibe which will reduce the amount people question or attack
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you socially... by 90%. You won't even need to show you're the most dominant guy (she'll just know it and act accordingly).

- Discover the natural ability to gauge where to draw boundaries perfectly... you'll be able to handle flaky girls and aggressive guys with dominant strength that never oversteps the mark, and your social value will skyrocket in the eyes of beautiful women.

- Get the insider knowledge that will allow you to avoid getting sucked into the negativity of others... your positive vibe will attract women with relentless efficiency.

- A simple, two word expression that will diffuse any negativity that a woman gives you. You'll never need to worry about how to handle a girl being nasty to you, because with these two words you'll flip the situation so she's your adoring admirer... in seconds.

- Your whole apparatus of self-judgement will be shattered when you realize that whatever price you put on yourself is your price. This insight, driven hard into your mind, will reorder the way you think.

- You'll be given an 'inner-game' reframe so that you radiate a powerful vibe that empowers women to make the decision to get with you that same night. You'll lose control when you see your sex life soar to unheard-of heights.

- Learn a secret that will make women sexually relaxed and cool around you... leading to her scooting up and down you like a squirrel in an oak tree.

- Get an infallible principle that will allow you to grow stronger and more centered every single year of your life from this point on, in an inevitable march of personal progress that will lead you to those 'effortless brilliance' levels of mastery over women and the self.

- Learn to pump your ability to stay centered amidst chaos as if it were a muscle, for explosive gains in sexual confidence.

- Key in to the crazy fact that can give a homeless beach bum the seductive edge over a high-flying businessman with a fleet of Bentleys and a Rolex watch (and no... you don't need to be homeless to do this).

- Discover how to accept any and all past pain... as a GOOD thing that can HELP you. This 'hardcore insider' viewpoint will allow you to move beyond your past... and use it to catapult you to massive success with women.

- The one mindset you'll need to take the edge off the sting of any bad night you have. No matter how down you get when you're going out and learning how to get girls...
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you'll handle it, and keep getting better.

- You'll get the 'alchemy' to turning round the most depressing and extreme negative events – magically transmuted into gold, you'll discover that what you think holds you back with women are the exact things that will make you a whirlwind of attractive presence.

- Discover the incredible truth that all the negativity in your life can – if you know the secret – act like a crucible, burning away the weakness in you until all that's left is an integrity that all women will recognize and treasure.

- Learn how to use your interactions with men to massively increase the attraction women feel for you... turning them into giggling schoolgirls trying to get your attention.

- Discover how to come into your power as a man, by learning the right distinctions you need to make to radiate masculine charisma, and have women chase after you.

- You'll realize the external distinctions that will make you super-smooth and calibrated, able to cruise through any logistical issues in an interaction, and get any woman begging to come back to your house.

- You'll get the internal distinctions that will allow you to melt into the environment wherever you are, with that core confidence that gives you the dynamic ability to get hot girls everywhere.

- Discover the secret to achieving such a towering level of internal strength and external courage that getting the hottest, sexiest girls in the world literally becomes an afterthought.
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Day 3

Exposed: How YOU Can Trigger, Magnify And Sustain An Inferno Of Sexual Chemistry With Any Woman, No Matter How Beautiful Or 'Inaccessible'

Disc 1:

- You'll be given piercing realizations into why it is stunning women sometimes date guys who are much older than them (and it's NOT the money) so you can mimic this power and get those model-hot chicks eating out of your hand.

- Connect with your deepest self-esteem, your deepest sense of who you are, and bring that power up like a tornado of seductive force that women will jump through hoops
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for and chase.

- Discover an amazing vibe that you can access instantly by 'acting through your own intentions,' feeling rooted deep into your own power – you'll become like a giant lightbulb in a room full of moths.

- Realize the power of the 'entourage' – the vibe of a cool group of guys who bring the party and have their own fun... even when you are ALONE, sucking women toward you like a whirlpool of confident sex appeal.

- How to avoid talking yourself 'out' of sex! Avoid the pitfall 99% of guys fall into that kills the chemistry and sends her running for the hills.

- How to play the social energy of an environment to create a flow where the woman's attention is riveted on you.

- Uncover the secret to controlling your emotional investment in a woman, decreasing your attachment to the outcome, and increasing your attractiveness to crazy new levels.

- You'll be given the secret to creating a strong balance between how responsive you are to women, and how strong you are in yourself... with this simple principle all confusion will leave you when it's time to get that girl back home with you.

- Generating attraction from masculinity itself will be laid bare in simple terms a 5-year old could understand. You'll get uniquely male ways to get hard, solid attraction from the craziest, hottest chicks out there.

- Get the secret to 'being at home in your environment.' This one ability creates an unassailable vibe of powerful attractive force that every woman will feel, and very few will be able to resist.

- Discover the celebrity secrets to triggering megastar fascination from the women in your life, even if no-one in the room even knows your name!

- Discover... and destroy... the beating heart of 'performance anxiety,' turning you into a rock-solid, cool guy who is unshakable (and highly charismatic) in the face of extreme beauty.

- Learn how to meld with your 'pick-up persona,' absorbing it's best aspects into the core of your being and supercharging your magnetic presence with the power of authenticity.

- Peel back the 'layers' of your personality to reveal the power of your true self at the
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deepest level, splintering your insecurities and gaining true self-confidence.

- How to tap into natural calibration, a visceral power innate to your being that will mean you always say 'the right things' to get her hooked on who you are.

- You'll be given the core insight to developing true masculine 'social integrity' – the key to holding your cool when faced with sexual attention from model-hot women (and you'll get that attention by the bucketload).

- You'll finally understand exactly how women 'play the game'... and you in understanding it, you'll transcend their ability to beat you down. This alone will make you an instant superstar in the eyes of even the hottest girls.

- Not only will you see whole new dimensions of interaction with women... you'll be taught how to avoid getting sucked in to this new world of understanding. With your feet firmly on the ground, you can exploit your new insights for masses of success, without getting 'sucked into your own head.'

- Hear the most liberating mindset ever... the true foundational world-view of every man who's ever achieved natural, effortless brilliance with women. It's so potent that the phenomenal success you'll get with women will spill over into all aspects of your life, triggering an avalanche of positive change.

- You'll learn how to use social value as a 'magnet' to warp and twist women's views of reality to make you the guy every woman in the room wants to be with, the moment you open your mouth.

- You'll discover the secret to getting those beautiful girls to come back to your place consistently and with ease... you'll never sleep alone again.

- Exploit your natural, untapped ability to dominate a social situation by dictating the social reality itself. Women will be your helpless and adoring fans regardless of your age, looks or status.

- How to use the secrets of 'situational confidence' to translate the confidence you feel when you're at your best into total confidence in the bar, the club, or the bedroom... causing women to hunger for you with barely controllable lust.

- An elemental breakdown of exactly how you can 'lose confidence' in different situations – with this simple understanding you'll be able to step right back up if you ever slip, and maintain that high level of presence needed to effortlessly seduce stunning women in minutes.
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A Secret That Will Increase Your Success Rate At 'Closing The Deal' By Between 10 To 50 Times What It Is Right Now

Disc 2:

- Reveal the 'swagger' inside you – a mode of being and a way of walking that will give you instant attraction and the full attention of any woman you decide to approach.

- Understand the power of being the 'grounding energy' in the interaction, and have beautiful women drawn to you like lightning to a lightning rod... with explosive results!

- The secrets to conversational leading... how to demonstrate your masculinity in a way that will subtly delight her and reduce her to a giggling puddle of desire right before your eyes.
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Subtle, but pivotal ways to hammer home into a woman's mind that you are already desired by every woman in the building... these 'underground' secrets will allow you to 'lord' over a club, and take your pick of any woman there.

The secret to totally effortless pickup – you can go over to a woman, get her attention and then just sit there... and she'll go home with you. Once you start hooking up with girls in this way, your only problem will be how to remain humble when you're experiencing such crazy success!

Trigger intense attraction in women by the power of 'indifference' itself!

Once you're coming from a fully authentic internal place, you'll be amazed how your honest reactions make her blaze with lust!

A live, full-immersion way to draw the feeling of powerful, invincible confidence from within your own body. You can do this anywhere, at any time to blast yourself into the perfect 'state' where you're a babe magnet of enormous power.

A simple way to slow your mind down so that you are able to see the depth in people. This 'advanced super-mastery' technique opens a gateway to connecting to the humanity of the hottest babes in the building... making you the most interesting guy they've spoken to all year.

You'll discover the power of supercharged eye contact... you'll pump the 'energy of attraction' directly through your gaze and into the depths of her being. She'll have no idea why she can't resist you.

Learn to pump your state at will – power up your presence whenever you want to to access your best self, and blow women away with your unleashed charisma.

A step by step way to connect with your primitive wild man, unleashing the fury of your masculine essence in a way that will drop women into a submissive 'trance' where your wish is their command.

The secret to equalizing your emotional reactions to people – when you see all people as equal, regardless of gender, beauty or status, your approach anxiety will disintegrate before your eyes.

The raw truth about how to satisfy the raw sexual needs of those crazy chicks... it will blow your mind when you realize how extreme they often secretly want you to be – and you'll know how to deliver that amazing experience without stepping over the line.

A secret that will increase your success rate at 'closing' the deal by between 10 to 50
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times what it is right now.

- DETAILED... the simple way that anyone, even the scummiest, nastiest looking guy in the room, can get a full makeout in 30 seconds. This will blow your mind, and make your evenings into crazy orgies of sexual debauchery.

- A cutting breakdown of the hidden motivations we have for the relationships in our lives. Once you hear this you'll be able to start cultivating the positive, life-affirming relationship, and identifying the areas that are draining you of the passion and energy that women cannot resist.

- You'll discover the secret to all relationship longevity... once you realize this you'll be able to break the destructive cycles that hold so many men in unhappy situations, and inhabit a world of carefree sexual and emotional plenty with a fantastic woman.

- Discover the secret reason why women's minds are wired to seek out new relationships... and the way to stop that instantly by generating limitless amounts of crazed attractive force that lasts as long as you want it to (yes... forever, if you like).

- Discover the 'filter' of human perception... you'll be given a simple, child-proof explanation for exactly how men (and women) order their perception of reality itself. This 'sixth sense' ability is what gives the truly world-class seducers their 'magic edge' – an edge that you will now experience yourself.

- You'll also discover the spooky ways in which you can alter a girl's perception of past events... get this and she'll construct a world-view that leads inevitably into your bedroom.

- Discover the one thing that haunts the dreams of the world's best seducers... because they know the secret to transcending all competition (even a boyfriend who's standing RIGHT THERE as women shamelessly chase your attention).

- The way to surf the wave of indifference to other people's opinions – women will appreciate your independence of thought, but be enraptured at how you remain attentive and interesting without a trace of arrogance.

- The difference between a proactive and a reactive social strategy... you'll learn how to set up a series of simple habit that will converge rapidly, and solve any problems you have with women – automatically.
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You'll Discover How To Face Reality Head On, Building Your Tolerance To Tension And Amplifying The Sexual Vibe Of Any Encounter To Crazy-Intense Heights

Disc 3:

- Create polarity – a massive polar force of masculinity so it blasts out into the surrounding room and wrenches women out of their stupor and catches their attention with unheard of power.

- Learn to make the mundane interesting... you'll never need to memorize some clever line to capture her attention, because you're connected to a much deeper level where your self-amusement mesmerizes any woman in sight.
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The foundation of all powerful lines... you'll discover the foundational principles that underlie everything that's ever attracted a woman in conversation. These hyper-subtle distinctions will allow you to weave your identity into a blitzkrieg of masculine force.

Learn two core beliefs that will make any conversation stick like superglue... you can just chill back and watch as the women in the interaction react to you with fascination and delight.

Discover the one internal factor that will allow you to shut off your mental noise and 'flow,' snatching a woman's admiration with simplicity and panache.

How to use your eyes to play the power of tension... this explosive vibe will have her in fits of giggling sexual interest, and she'll have no idea why.

You'll gain the psychology of "I see, I take," and learn how to implement this to produce rapid sexual escalation in ways that women will find adorable and undeniably potent.

How to turn 'just listening' into an art form that ramps sexual tension through the roof. This hyper-advanced formula gives you the stealth-power to cut through layers of social conditioning and hook into her feminine essence.

 Revealed: Four crucial no-no's that cripple the overwhelming majority of human interaction... once you leash these unconscious urges in yourself women will find you a pleasure to talk to, and will hunger for your company.

Exposed: how you can trigger, magnify and sustain an inferno of sexual chemistry with any woman, no matter how beautiful or 'inaccessible'.

You'll discover how to face reality head on, building your tolerance to tension in a way which allows you to amplify the sexual vibe of any encounter to crazy-intense heights.

The final word on how to deliver jokes in such a way that they will cripple the girls you're talking to with side-splitting laughter, leaving them sobbing and aching for more.

Learn the main responsibility of a man... once you focus on this single thing, everything else will fall into place in your abilities with women, and you will see rapid gains in your seductive potential.

Discover the power of living in the present moment. This insight, shattering in it's simplicity, will connect you to a life of massive positivity that all women will love to be part of.
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● Revealed: the core of leadership itself. Discover exactly what it takes to develop true leadership that men and women will follow, and how to deploy that like a howitzer shell to get any woman you want.

● How to think about the future in a healthy way that will eliminate all obsessive and compulsive striving from your mindset and your life. You'll realize that your ability to learn skyrockets... and your skills with women will follow suit.

● A stunning 'reframe' of your natural behavior that will permanently damage the core structures of negativity and blame in your own mind. This will massively raise your tolerance to intense social pressure, keeping you cool in the face of the hottest women and holding them rapt.

● Learn to melt into the moment in a smooth way that makes you razor sharp in any seductive interaction.
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See How To Harness Your Innate Faculties – The Hidden Powers Of Universal Intelligence That Make You A Social Juggernaut All Women Respond To

Disc 4:

- Learn how to harness your innate faculties – the hidden powers of universal intelligence that will make you a social juggernaut all women will respond to.

- Develop a hard-line connection between the core faculties of your humanity and what you need at any given moment. Your responses will sparkle with wit and intelligence, supercharging your ability to pull any girl.
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- A single insight that will sever the emotional chains that bind you to your past, allowing you to walk through life with ease in a way that is instantly appealing to women.

- Your new perspective on life will allow you to experience the world more vividly, as you free yourself up from the useless noise that cripples your ability to connect with girls. You'll notice rapid changes and hardcore results the very next seductive interaction you have.

- How to make your nights out incredibly enjoyable... supercharging your success rate, and the speed at which you develop those master-level pickup skills that will turn you into a mega-pimp.

- Discover two invaluable resources that will teach you how to completely ignore what other people think of you, a crucial aspect of what women are looking for in a man.

- How to merge into an environment of high-class style, or just a down-to-earth bar, with total effortless ease that will draw women into your world... they'll look up to you and fight to be part of your life.

- A one word 'affirmation' that's all you'll ever need to banish social fear and connect with women of presence and integrity.

- Discover a deep masculine energy you can tap into where everything is 'light' for you. The heaviness of life will melt away, and you'll be free from the ties that bind, and women will be drawn to the palpable aura of freedom you generate.

- Bind your confidence to the heart of your being, so that your trust in your own abilities is as solid as the ground beneath your feet, giving you that 100% total belief in yourself that women desire so strongly.

- Discover the hidden part of your mind that makes having fun in every moment of your life, in a genuine way that everyone – and especially women – will respond to and chase.

- You'll discover the insider secrets to making a woman feel like a princess when she's around you. When you radiate the kind of presence that will have any woman walking on clouds, you'll discover that 'getting laid' is no more than an afterthought.

- How to lead a girl toward sex in ways that she's completely cool with and doesn't need to think about... sex will fast become an inevitability in your encounters with women, should you choose it.

- How to generate that 'aura of sexual confidence' from within in a way that totally
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transcends the need to accumulate flashy possessions to impress women. You can get rich for YOU... but you'll never need money to capture a woman's interest.

- A whole new way of looking at 'inner game' that obliterates the need for any 'esoteric technology' that takes years to learn and master. Instead, you'll experience an extreme internal reprogramming that will forever fix you to the fast track to seductive mastery.

- Break the 'self-development' cycle and become truly self-actualized. This seminar will rip away your ability to remain a 'self-help junkie' by forcing such massive, permanent gains to your confidence, self-belief and abilities with women that you'll be incapable of slipping back... even if you want to.

- Avoid the 'fear of success' which keeps 90% of men in desperate mediocrity: you'll explode to new heights of seductive brilliance once you break the invisible chains that hold you back.

- Discover the secret to an 'automatic' sense of humor... this crazy 'value trick,' once internalized, will allow you to make any woman laugh uncontrollably at the lamest jokes you know... just because you are the one telling them.

- The secret to making powerful, instant emotional connections with women to such a ridiculous degree that they will INVENT reasons to want you... even before you've spoken to them.

- You'll be spoon-fed the secret to triggering uncontrollable curiosity in women... they'll sift through every aspect of who you are until they can find something to like – then they'll use that as an ironclad reason to sleep with you immediately.

- You'll be given a potent, shock-to-the-system insight about the nature of the social terrain we all inhabit. This raw truth will serve as a reality check, and focus your mind into 'achievement mode' where success with women is a given.

- Sidestep the fear of having your world-view thrown into disarray... because it's this fear that keeps most guys holding on to damaging, limiting beliefs they don't even know they have which hamper their success with women. You'll learn to let go, and your success levels will soar.

- You'll discover the power of the open mind... allowing you to pick up amazing insights on the seductive process from naturally seductive guys, and use that to augment your own charismatic power.
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Day 3

Use The Very Nature Of Your Mind Itself To Generate A Critical Mass Which Will Explode Into Amazing, Consistent And Permanent Gains In Your Abilities With Women

Disc 5:

- Develop a rock-solid, fixed sense of certainty that draws women into your world. With this solidity to yourself you'll be unshakable and irresistibly confident.

- Discover the dynamics of the inflexible mind... every guy on the planet had these rigid, self destructive mind structures... but YOU'LL be the one who knows about them – and knows how to dissolve them so that your masculinity shines through, captivating every woman you talk to.
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• Tear down the wall of conceptual labels that separates you from your true essence, allowing that essence blaze out of you, holding women spellbound in your presence.

• You'll learn crazy techniques to open your mind, allowing your natural learning ability to magnify it's effectiveness many times over – so you'll blast through 'learning plateaus' like they're not even there.

• How to develop a blind spot to negativity from women, so it doesn't even enter your universe. You'll be so oblivious to any nastiness or bitchiness that even the coldest girl will be overwhelmed by your positivity.

• Learn to fuse core confidence with high levels of social 'hyper-calibration' giving you the perfect blend of external social skills and internal strength. You'll utterly outclass both 'naturally confident guys' and tactically brilliant 'pickup artists.'

• You'll build a strong, but flexible belief system that utilizes theory from Bruce Lee's martial arts method, allowing you to flow effortlessly through any challenges and still retain the full force of personality needed to blast those model-hot chicks with 100% charismatic force.

• You'll discover how to maintain your humanity in the fact of the evolutionary theories that seem to point to a selfish mindset as the way forward. Because of this you'll maintain your integrity without closing yourself off to the insights of evolution, fusing insight and humanity in a combination women won't be able to resist.

• How to avoid the destructive power of hubris – with this detailed, step by step map you'll be able to handle the massive success with women you'll attain, avoid the arrogance that destroys many of the 'best seducers in the world' and live a happy, emotionally healthy life.

• Discover the journey from tactic-junkie to full-natural laid out in front of you. You can reach a goal far greater than any that tactics alone could let you reach – total natural power with women where you reciting your shopping list packs more punch than the greatest pickup line you've ever heard.

• You'll get a full blueprint of the entire process of becoming a fully natural, highly confident guy who exudes a massive charismatic pull on women regardless of the environment he's in.

• How to handle the inherent laziness of the male mind… you'll discover that it's not just you who has problems with motivation… and then you'll discover how to lay those problems to rest once and for all by tapping into a source of energy that will send your seductive powers through the roof!
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You'll learn the psychology behind the 'hater' mentality – once you've had this piercing evolutionary insight blasted into your skull you'll never again be emotionally shaken by the harsh words of others, leaving you free to cultivate a hurricane of irresistibly strong confidence.

Discover a never-before-heard secret from evolutionary psychology that will give you a way to totally sidestep the need to become the 'tribal leader.' You can avoid all the effort associated with being the 'alpha male' and still enjoy the party vibe... and sex life... of a rock star.

How to fuse this new role with the old 'tribal leader' ideal to create, if you want to, an unstoppable avalanche of attraction from every woman who enters your life (warning – you'd better be prepared for this one).

Discover the single predictor of success... how you can tell if you're one of those guys who will learn the Blueprint material almost instantly (and if you're not you'll be given some super-potent tools to force you onto that greased slide to rapid superstardom with girls).

Learn how to be the best wingman in the world – you'll develop a two-way positive feedback loop with your friends that explodes his confidence – and yours – to levels where you dominate the room and women flock to you.

Discover the insider method to rapid learning – how to open up a funnel of learning like a swirling vortex that sucks information from your environment in real time, filters out the irrelevant, and hits you with hardcore epiphanies that smash you toward your goal of social mastery.

How to use the very nature of your mind itself to generate a critical mass which will explode into amazing, consistent and permanent gains in your abilities with women.
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Day 4

Discover The Real Truth Of Seduction Itself: You'll Walk Away From Watching This DVD Series With Total Possession Of The Deep Identity-Level Change Needed To Forge You Into A Full Champion Of Attraction

Disc 1:

- You'll go right to the bottom of the rabbit hole, and discover more hardcore insights into the male/female dynamic than you ever knew existed, catapulting you into a scary and awesome new life of total sexual abundance.

- Blast past the 'information gathering stage' and leave behind the need to learn more lines or tidbits about pickup, by unleashing the core power of your masculinity – you can go out and get that woman you want... tonight!
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• Get the 'full immersion' in seductive genius... in this 'baptism by fire' you'll have the weaknesses of your upbringing scorched away to reveal true authentic power you can deploy, leaving women in speechless rapture.

• Change your behaviors to those of a master seducer of women at such a profound level that you'll never have to think about it again... you'll internalize these bleeding-edge insights so you'll never need to get 'lost in your head' while talking to girls.

• Shatter the 'success barriers' that hold you back, by understanding the beating heart of what they fundamentally are. You'll never be held back again by your own mind, and your social presence will detonate to whole new levels.

• Discover the pressure of success – if you’re unaware of this your mind will constantly sabotage your attempts to get better with women (once you get it though... you'll smash through the glass ceiling and grasp true mastery with women).

• Learn the reality of actually having a harem of beautiful women at your beck and call every hour of the day (warning – you'll need these secret, insider tips to even BEGIN to handle it, or make it happen in the first place).

• Discover the one guy you should worry about if you ever do get a girlfriend (and it's not what you think). When you know what to look for, you'll be able to relax into your relationships and enjoy them fully without fear or paranoia.

• Unlock the secret to living a life of high-status and high success which is actually easier and less effort than the desperate mediocrity of the vast majority of men. You'll cruise into your power as a man, and getting model-hot women will be no more than an afterthought.

• Realize the truth about the value of the journey to mastery with women... you'll snap yourself out of negative self-hate about where you are right now, and – in learning to appreciate every moment of the process of gaining skills with women – your learning curve will be brutally slashed inhalf.

• Discover the spooky 'Jedi powers' of presence. Once you discover how to pump your authenticity like it's a muscle, you'll attain levels of charisma and persuasive ability that will boggle your mind and allow you to consistently reach those 'crazy' successes with girls.

• You'll learn the advanced power of 'anticipated response.' This hardcore, insider 'glitch in the matrix' will allow you to dictate how the future will unfold when you're seducing beautiful women.
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• You'll hear the entirety of 'game' broken down to a single principle. These two words will give you a core around which to easily and rapidly understand everything about seduction, freeing your mind from analysis and giving you the total clarity needed to consistently get any woman you want.

• You'll discover the core mechanism that underlies all weak, 'approval seeking' behavior. Once you can see it, you can eradicate it rapidly, forever purging yourself of negative vibes that women are repulsed by, and shooting to total confidence in any interaction.

• Learn the crazy way you can make approaching those supermodel-hot girls significantly easier than approaching women you're not even attracted to at all!

• A great way to make sure than when you do meet a girl you really like, you're not falling into a common trap that will make her slip through your fingers... you'll never miss a great opportunity ever again.

• Learn to exploit the weird power of the 'self-fulfilling prophecy'. Instead of being trapped by this success-killer, you can use it to amplify the speed of your success.

• Learn how to assume the best in people – a belief that will bring out the friendliest, most open side in women – without falling prey to naiveté or ignorance.

• You'll learn to use the power of 'conscious assumptions' to transcend the need for any clever opening lines when meeting women – you'll trigger a massively positive response through your own internal processes alone!

• Discover the secret to creating a new identity for the women in your life – allow them to express the sexiest, most uninhibited parts of their personalities with you, and have them love you for it.

• A mind-trick you can deploy if anyone, guy or girl, tries to undermine you in conversation... you can use this and they'll convince THEMSELVES that they weren't being serious.

• How to escape from those high-accuracy insults when you don't have a comeback! This 'conversational Kung Fu' principle means you'll never get blown out again!

• How to cement faithful behavior in any woman's mind so that you never have to deal with the pain of being cheated on.
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Hardcore Epiphanies Will Hammer True Integrity Into Your Head, Giving You The 'Inner Game' Of A Jedi And Access To A Universe Of LIFELONG Sexual Abundance

Disc 2:

- Get beneath the layers of sub-communication and discover a whole universe of micro-behaviors that communicate who you are to the woman you're talking to. As you discover and supercharge them with authenticity, women will be awestruck around you, and desperate to be with you.

- Learn how to project your personality in ways you can't consciously control – the positivity of your new internal state will shine like a beacon, dazzling women with raw attractive force.
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• Discover a hilarious trick you can use once every 40 seconds while chatting to a girl to ratchet up the sexual tension of an encounter to wild, unheard of heights.

• You'll see live demonstrations of ways to get any woman to follow you out of the club. You won't need to think about how to phrase it... you'll just command obedience with these insider secrets and she'll follow you anywhere you want to go.

• You'll hear a weird 'Jedi-level' secret where, using the power of anticipated responses, you can repeat word-for-word exactly what got your friend blown out... and get the makeout with a stunning chick within minutes.

• Discover a way to totally sidestep the need to dance while approaching a girl on the dancefloor. You'll rise above every other guy trying to get her attention and mesmerize her with your insane (but mind-shatteringly simple) new approach.

• Shatter the myth that you need to match or exceed a girl's 'energy' to get her attracted to you hard and fast. You'll develop such a powerful sense of who you are that women will discard the 'vibe' of their social group and instantly match yours... putting you in the driver's seat.

• Learn the power of 'parting the Red Seas'... you can part a whole group of guys just to get to the one girl there, like Moses parting the waters... and she'll be totally blown away by the epic levels of confidence you demonstrate.

• Discover the fine line between high romance and creepy stalkerishness. You'll discover the core secret which separates one from the other, and once you do, you'll always be that romantic hero that women want.

• Get the ability to disconnect yourself from all the information you know about seduction, attraction and social dynamics so that you don't get tripped up or held back by all the things you know. You'll get 100% of the benefit of this (and every other) program, but none of the analysis that triggers failure.

• Banish all the bad wiring in your head that surrounds sex itself – you'll see the power of your new understanding when you realize that women love sex, and you're not 'taking' anything from them. This will supercharge your confidence and that blazing state will draw women in.

• Discover the core of integrity itself: the power of offering value. This mindset will translate rapidly into the 100% total belief you need to kick ass in every single interaction with women that you ever find yourself in.

• You'll be given a roadmap to a perfect level of internal confidence where you never
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flinch into your own head regardless of the pressure you're under, allowing you to pull off the most amazing and insane acts of seductive brilliance.

- Hardcore epiphanies will hammer true integrity into your head, giving you the 'inner game' of a Jedi and giving you access to a universe of sexual abundance for the rest of your life.

- Learn how you can generate total internal belief and self-confidence from absolutely nothing. Regardless of how down on yourself you sometimes feel, you'll fast unleash the true potential of your masculine essence.

- Revealed: the process of developing new 'bearings' on the world – a process you can use to become a true leader of men, and a charismatic force to be reckoned with.

- Discover the 'Newbie's Paradox'. This is the SINGLE biggest trap for anyone attempting to gain true success with women. It's never been resolved before, but here it's blown to pieces, guaranteeing that you will be able to reach the levels of mastery you want.

- Learn the halfway point between fear and total belief. You can take a detour, sidestepping the torturous route taken by the old-school students of seduction, and blast rapidly to that 'zone' of complete confidence that women respond to.

- Cross the indifference threshold and feel the 'harmonious ting' of true indifference. When you let go of that need of outcome girls start to really open up, and feed your sense of self-belief in ways you cannot doubt.

- The 'magic' of unstifling... you'll discover how you can go from having a weak voice and presence, to having a voice and presence that resonates with masculinity, strength and power.

- You'll have the concept of 'unstifling' rammed into your skull with full power, forcing you to levels of personal freedom and communicative potency that you've never believed possible.

- Discover the real truth behind transformative change. You'll walk away from watching this with a total understanding of the exact process you need to put yourself through to develop a deep identity-level change into a full champion of attraction.
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Day 4

You'll See All You Need To See So You Can Shatter The Herd Mentality And Forge A New Identity For Yourself, Drawing Women Toward You With VAST And Unstoppable Force

Disc 3:

- You'll see live how to get the reference experiences you need to cross the 'indifference threshold'... leading to that 'rock-solid' consistent success with women that the true masters of seduction enjoy.

- Discover everything you need to allow you to act upon yourself like an outside force... this live demonstration will give you the keys to generating that 'success inertia' from a
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standing start.

- Live 'games' you can play that will rip down the wall of social conditioning instantly, giving you full access to the deep resonance of your voice and the relaxed power of your body language... all women will instantly react in a friendly and responsive way to everything you say.

- In detail you'll be given step by step tools to breaking out of the social matrix. You'll see these tools performed in live, high-def video, in ways that are hilarious, mind-blowing, and instantly usable in every social circumstance to unleash the power of your humanity.

- You'll witness the awesome power of a single gambit that you can use to totally dominate an entire club. With this one, simple thing you can become the 'alpha male' of the classiest place in town in mere seconds, riveting the attention of every woman there.

- Learn the secrets to generating 'Lordship' of your environment with the kind of total domination that all women respond to.

- You'll hear the crazy story of how a shy, 55-year old man wearing a yellow cardigan, using a simple, easily repeatable gambit, was able to socially rule a hip Goth club full of scantily clad 18 year old girls and get a makeout with the hottest girl there... in minutes (it's so simple you'll kick yourself).

- Demolish your competition with the nuclear secrets of 'chode vaporization'. This 'super-level' technique allows you to blitz through your competition like they're not even there, shattering their confidence so they melt into the background leaving you covered in glory, and irresistible to women.

- Unleash the power of 'social vibing'. You'll discover ways to continue your social power and presence outside of the club, and beyond your life as a single guy, leading to intense degrees of change and success in your relationships and professional life.

- See a new way to experience a social setting which releases you from pressure, freeing up the mighty power of your genuine self, and allowing you to dominate your environment in ways that women love.

- See simple, easy-to-understand diagrams of the dynamics of social vibing itself, explained in detail. Once you hear this, you'll never be lost for something to say, and your interactions with women will gain a permanent spark of sexual chemistry.

- Quick wit laid bare! - the fundamental core of what it means to have a razor sharp comeback will be explained to you in ways that will make you permanently funnier and
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more attractive to girls.

- Discover your innate ability to make instant conversational connections that drive any interaction in fun and sexy ways. You won't even need to think about what to say once you've tapped into your inexhaustible seductive goldmine.

- Discover the true beliefs about sex that the masters of seduction all share. This never-before-discussed secret will push you over the boundary to greatness the second you internalize it, making sex with beautiful women an inevitability.

- Exposed – the exact forces that make the 'seduction community' so seductive. You'll discover how to strip-mine the positives from the experience without being sucked in and destroyed by it.

- You'll be armored against the 'false ego' that arises when you begin to truly excel with women – you'll wear your mastery easily and won't lose your integrity when you get that crazy-level success you're looking for.

- You'll hear all you need to hear so you can shatter the herd mentality and forge a new identity for yourself, drawing women toward you with a massive pull.

- You'll learn how you can navigate the confusion of 'learning pickup' without getting lost in the process and without bailing on it entirely. You'll be so massively far ahead of those 'try-hards' because you'll be enjoying permanent and real success with women.

- Discover the core of human nature – the division between who you really are and the false self that your mind creates every day. This 'Zen Master' knowledge will give you the 'inner game' of a true champion, blasting you to seductive dominance.
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**Day 4**

Hook Into The Consciousness Shining From The Eyes Of Every Woman You Speak To, Transcending All Logistical, Social And Personal Concerns, And Making A 'Sexual Hookup' As Simple As Opening Or Closing Your Hand

**Disc 4:**

- Discover the power of value giving – and unlock the highest, best part of yourself. This is the true power of authenticity – you'll realize that you can hold to what you've always believed in the most in such a way that women will be captivated by you, always.
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• Smash the cycle that society locks you into, where you see the surface and not the depth. With this new mindset, you'll 'click' instantly with women, regardless of how achingly beautiful they are.

• You'll have the core insight of the Blueprint driven into your skull in one of the most intense and passionate speeches ever recorded on camera. This will forever distill in you the truth that confidence itself is the default state of the human male, blasting away all fear and doubt.

• This pivotal insight will be cemented into your mind, as you'll be given a clear and simple map of how this 'false self' can rise again inside you – you'll never again need to deal with it destroying your success with women (or sense of personal worth).

• Discover the esoteric secret to making women lose control and leap all over you in a crazed sexual frenzy... even in public, or in front of their friends.

• You'll be given total clarity about the cause of all personal wounds. Once you see the world from this angle, you'll be able to lance the pain of your past, escaping it forever and moving into a world of total emotional freedom and sexual plenty.

• The baseline mechanics of the 'fictional self' are laid bare – stripped down and exposed for what they really are, giving you the power to free yourself forever from self-delusion, self-sabotage and insecurity with women.

• Experience live emotional redemption as humiliation and victimization are purged from your psyche, shattering the chains and setting you free to forge electric connections with beautiful women.

• Discover the power of an awesome yet simple shift in perspective – the results you'll get will rock your world.

• You'll sit in stunned amazement as you're smacked with an epiphany of such blistering force that time itself will become an irrelevance to you. Freed from constraint, you'll live 'in the moment,' experiencing life with such vibrant passion that women will be blown away by everything you do.

Crack the code at www.blueprintdecoded.com